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WEIRD and wonderful sculptures are
taking centre stage at thecentre:mk as
public art displayed throughout Milton
Keynes is celebrated writes Georgina
Butler.

The exhibition marks the launch of
the Public Arts Trust Milton Keynes, a
new charity which will conserve and
champion the city’s artistic heritage.

Exhibition space is being provided in
the North Mall (adjacent to John Lewis)
in thecentre:mk to provide visitors and
shoppers with a new dimension to their
shopping experience.

Wander among the diverse pieces
– including a selection of imposing
works in bronze, marble, copper wire
and even pine needles – during a
visit to the shops and you won’t be
disappointed as the diversity of the
pieces included means that there is
something to appeal to all tastes.

The curator of the exhibition is
Johann Bester of Bedford Street
Gallery, who recently organised the
successful Woburn Artbeat and
sculpture exhibition in the grounds of
Woburn Abbey.

Milton Keynes is blessed with an
abundance of public art with pieces

in its parks, city squares
and buildings (including
eight notable sculptures in
the shopping centre alone)
but much of it is at risk of
deteriorating if action is not
taken to preserve and maintain it.

The Public Trust aims to become
custodians of existing public art in the
city, as well as commissioning new
works to enhance the quality of life in
Milton Keynes.

Chairman of Trustees, Ian Michie,
sees the exhibition as a first step to
raising awareness of the Trust, which is
seeking support from businesses and
the community – particularly those
with a stake in the arts.

The inaugural exhibition of
sculptures has been put together by
the Bedford Street Gallery in Woburn,
together with local commercial
solicitors Kimbells who are sponsoring
the exhibition as a celebration of their
25th anniversary.

The wide range of sculptures will
be on display in the mall running
from Middleton Hall down the Silbury
Boulevard side of John Lewis into early
next year.
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what’s on this week
There’s no rest
for tribute act
Strange Doors
TO commemorate the 40th year
since the passing of Doors lead
singer Jim Morrison in July 1971,
local Doors tribute band The
Strange Doors will take to the
stage again on Saturday.

After playing a storming set at
Wolverton’s, “It’s In The Square
Festival”, the band were fuelled
by the unanimous praise they
received.

Keen to return to their home
turf, The Strange Doors will
perform at The Sportsmen’s Rest
Bar at Shenley Leisure Centre.

The band will play from around
9pm.

Entry is free.

Come All Ye for
a little singing
THE Song Loft in Stony Stratford
will be welcoming all singers to a
special event tomorrow.

‘Come All Ye Singers’ is an
entertaining evening that has
proved popular in the past.

The last one was a sell out so if
you want to have a go at belting
out your favourite tracks, head to
the loft.

Show time starts at 8.15pm,
entry is £2 on the door.

Choral Pilgrimage for stunning ensemble ‘The Sixteen’
ONE of the world’s greatest ensembles,
The Sixteen, will bring music by a
Spanish Renaissance master to an
audience at the City Church at 7.30pm
this evening.

The choir will perform music by
Tomas Luis de Victoria – the greatest
Spanish renaissance composer – in the

400th anniversary of his death,
as part of their 2011 Choral
Pilgrimage.

The Pilgrimage is an annual tour of
the UK’s finest cathedrals which aims
to bring music back to the buildings for
which it was written.

Comprising both choir and period-

instrument orchestra, The Sixteen’s
total commitment to the music it
performs is its greatest
distinction.

With conductor and founder, Harry
Christophers, The Sixteen are ‘The
Voices of Classic FM’ and the busy
performers will also be travelling to

Spain to make a film for BBC Four for
broadcast in December.

The assistant conductor, Eamonn
Dougan, will be conducting The Sixteen
in Milton Keynes.

Tickets are £14 and £18.
Call the Box Office for tickets on

MK 246486.

Emprise Stupor
by new artist
Ben at Gallery
INTUITION and gut feeling will lead
a London-based artist when he
presents his work at MK Gallery
from tomorrow until Thursday,
writes Georgina Butler.

Ben Cavers – a recent graduate
of Buckingham Chiltern University
College – makes site-specific
constructions exploring the process
of painting and the history of
painting and display in ‘Emprise
Stupor’.

He will investigate questions of
success and failure in these media
– a process which often leads to
chance or serendipitous results
which the artist finds surprising and
inspiring.

Admission is free and opening
times are 12pm-8pm Tuesday-
Friday, 11am-8pm Saturday, 11am-
5pm Sunday.

Call MK 676 900 for more
information.

Calling all city
shopaholics
BECOME a VIP for the evening!

Next Wednesday, Midsummer
Place launches its one night only
event, the ultimate VIP shopping
experience.

This is your free chance to win
exclusive shopping discounts at
Coast, Planet, Hobbs, Gap and
Azendi, as well as a host of other
treats.

Just email your name and
number of guests to Jessica@
perception-pr.co.uk by Sunday.

There’s a new future
for public art in the
city

SAILING ALONG: Moreton boat, above left,
Koenig constellation, above

Picture a painting pachyderm
ZSL Whipsnade Zoo’s resident artist
is busy putting the finishing touches
to her latest masterpieces, ready to
celebrate Elephant Appreciation Day
this weekend.

Karishma, a 13-year old female
Asian elephant, has turned out to be
quite the talented painter, and loves
nothing more than using her trunk
to wield a brush and create colourful
designs on canvas.

Elephant keeper Elizabeth Becker

said: “Karishma really enjoys painting,
and it demonstrates just how
dexterous elephants’ trunks really are.

“She might not be Da Vinci, but we
think the finished products are pretty
amazing.”

Karishma’s handiwork (well, trunk-
work!) will be on display at the Zoo for
the duration of Elephant Appreciation
Day, hosted by ZSL to raise money for
its worldwide elephant conservation
projects.

Top line up for you at The Radcliffe Centre
SLAID Cleaves (pictured right) and
David Olney will light up The Radcliffe
Centre on Saturday.

The definitive Slaid Cleaves
biography, written in a humble but
poetic style by the artist himself,
neatly sums up everything you really
need to know about the man.

‘Slaid Cleaves.

‘Grew up in Maine.
‘Lives in Texas.
‘Writes songs.
‘Makes records.
‘Travels around.
‘Tries to be good.’
The prolific David Olney infuses

his live performances with an intensity
that converts many new listeners into

die-hard fans.
Discover just what makes these

artists unique at The Radcliffe
Centre, Church Street, Buckingham.

Doors open at 7pm.
Tickets are £15 in advance, £17 on

the door.
Call 01296 748 268 for ticket

availability.

Me and my friends
sculpture
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SINGER-songwriter, actor-director,
producer-screenwriter extraordinaire
Cosmo Jarvis embarks on a 14-date UK
tour this month.

The 21-year old musician, famed as
‘the spokesperson of his generation’, is
stopping off at Newport Pagnell’s Water
Shed venue on Wednesday, September
28.

We caught up with him to find out
more about his own music tastes.

Tell us the first record you
bought/downloaded:

Toxicity – System of a Down.
Name an album that you can’t live

without – and why:
God Shuffled His Feet – Crash Test

Dummies. Reminds me of good things
and happiness.

The most embarrassing record in
your collection?

Mezmerize – System of a Down.
Your favourite cheesy disc (it will

be our secret...)
Can We Still be Friends – Todd

Rundgren.
An album you wish you wish you’d

bought, but didn’t:
The Bronx – The Bronx.
What about your favourite artist

of all time? What is the attraction?
Tom Waits – nothing else like him.

Heartfelt songs, even the ugly ones. I
love his production too.

If we could grant you a wish to
meet one musician or band, who
would it be and why? What question
would you ask them?

Tom Waits – to thank him and ask if
he needed a session guitarist on a tour
to work for free.

Name a song that never fails to
pick you up:

Think – Aretha Franklin.
And one that chills you out...

Fawn – Tom Waits.
What was the first gig you

attended?
Less Than Jake, in Plymouth.
Tell us about your favourite record

shop or online store:
Never buy records online, I buy the

odd song from iTunes. Best online store
would have to be ebay.

You can step into the shoes of
your musical idol for 24 hours. Who
do you choose and what would you
do?

Randy Newman. I’d steal his piano.

Is there a new or undiscovered
artist that you think we need to
hear? Spill the beans:

Crazy Arm, they’re sick.
You can banish one artist to the

bargain bin. Who do you choose?
Rihanna.
You’ve got 10 songs to soundtrack

your life. Give us the artist and the
songs:

Side One
Toxicity – System of a Down
Rat Tomago – Frank Zappa
Touch or Grey – Grateful Dead

Piano concerto 21 – Mozart
5am – Incubus
Side Two
Anywhere I Lay My Head – Tom

Waits
I Think I’ll Disappear Now – Crash

Test Dummies
Duel of the Fates – John Williams
Eeyore – Slipknot
New Soul – Yael Naim
>> You can catch Cosmo next

Wednesday at 7pm at the Water Shed. For
more info visit http://www.reverbnation.
com/venue/thewatershedmk
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city nights

Bands plan
shock waves for
exciting launch
BLETCHLEY-born Adam Ficek,
under project-name RKC (or Roses
Kings Castles) will perform at the
launch of the Electra:Pop! indie
and alternative music night at the
Watershed tomorrow.

Adam – perhaps best known as
a member of Babyshambles – will
DJ a set filled with electro and indie
rock classics reflecting his free
single ‘Here Comes the Summer’.

The launch will also feature
London four-piece band Gaoler’s
Daughter as part of a promo tour
for their latest single ‘St Peter’.

Tickets are available for £3 via
ticketing website www.ents24.com
or on the door for £4.

Come on, shake
your Dudebox
THE third and latest instalment
of ‘The Dudebox Chronicles’
– a series of fundraiser gigs
showcasing the best of the
impressive and growing new music
scene – takes place tomorrow at
7pm.

Brought to you by the
unbearably cool people behind
Milton Keynes’ premier arts
and poetry magazine Monkey
Kettle, and Wolverton’s Madcap
Performing Arts Centre, the trilogy
of gigs is completed by Britcore
Hip-Hop legends The Criminal
Minds tomorrow.

Entry is free, so you’ve no excuse
not to check out this unique event.

Get an Eiffel of
this little lot...
CITY NIGhTS lOvES....
romantic breaks in France, new
bedroom carpet and this trio:

> Good for the Soul – Dionne
Bromfield

> My One Temptation –Mica
Paris

> Anything – Matt Cardle.

Breathing is easy for top acts
IS there a better and more renowned venue for
experiencing live music in Milton Keynes than
the highly popular Craufurd Arms?

Some would argue not, and they’d be even
more convinced if they turned up to Underpass
Promotions’ gig there tomorrow night, boasting
US rock/pop gods Breathe Carolina as the
headline act.

With a recently released album, Hell Is What
You Make It and a summer of touring under
their belts, the duo from Denver, Colorado are
at the height of the electro-pop-hardcore-rock
game.

One thing about Breathe Carolina is their
“genre-busting” originality. Both pop and rock
fans alike are sure to be blown away by this
ultimate fusion band.

Also available tomorrow for your live music
fix are bands Tek-One and Tyler Mae while
the main attraction for anyone well versed in
Milton Keynes-born music will be the highly
anticipated return of Casiokid, one of our most
successful home-grown bands.

Doors open at 7.30pm and tickets need to be
bought in advance.

Visit www.thecraufurdarms.com.

Fresh sounds at
MK SNO! Bar

IT seems tomorrow night offers a
plethora of choice for music fans
but if fresh electronic sounds and
infectious drum’n’bass are your
bag, your best bet is to head to
the SNO!Bar at Xscape to catch
Rockwell – aka Thomas Green’s
DJ set.

Now signed exclusively to
Shogun Audio, Rockwell’s previous
tracks have been huge hits on
dancefloors globally, perhaps
one reason why he was named in
MixMag’s Players of The Year list in
2010.

The drum’n’bass night at
SNO!Bar tomorrow is being held
by REPERKUSSION events and
features many other exciting
sounds alongside headliner
Rockwell, including DEFine, Mark
S and Delicate Beats, plus guest
hosts and other supporting artists.

If you’re a fan of Rockwell’s
intricately-layered productions, or
simply up for a heavy, dance-filled
drum’n’bass night then get yourself
to the SNO!Bar tomorrow at 8pm.

It’s sofa, so good, for talent
extraordinaire Cosmo Jarvis

COSMO JARvIS: Catch him live in Newport Pagnell

Craufurd headliners
ThE Social Status boys will
be headlining the Crauford
Sessions on Saturday at the
popular Craufurd Arms in
Wolverton.

Described by BBC Introducing
as ‘original and fresh’ the young
band have been performing
all around Milton Keynes this
summer, bringing their unique
brand of alternative pop.

After appearing alongside the
West End stars of Mamma Mia

in front of 6,000 people in June
the band is ready to put on quite
a show – crazy lights and jumpy
tunes are on the cards.

Promising to be a cross
between a club with a rock gig,
the performance is not to be
missed and Tom Marvin, Drylight
and Michael Collins will also
feature on the bill.

Entry is just £5.
Call MK 313 864 for more

information.

Email sammy.jones@jpress.co.uk or follow her on Twitter @sammyjonespress
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theatre and cinema

Tender friendship illustrated in French film
MY Afternoons with Marguerite is a
delightful French film that describes the
role reversal between two people who
save each other from themselves.

It tells the story of a tender
friendship between a depressed, near
illiterate handyman Germain, (Gerard
Depardieu) and a 95-year-old woman
called Marguerite, played by Gisele
Casadesus.

Flashbacks throughout demonstrate

the unhappy life that Germain has had,
but things soon begin to change when
Marguerite introduces him to reading,
and so begins a transformation which
changes his life.

But the tale starts to really become
interesting when the tables are later
turned and Marguerite loses her
sight and has to depend on her friend
Germain to read to her.

And what follows is the blossoming

of a very close relationship between the
couple and a moving, powerful story.

Catch this cinematic gem My
Afternoons With Marguerite, from
6.15pm-8.45pm at the Open Film
Society.

> RIGHT: Germain’s character is
played by Gerard Depardieu, the
French actor of Green Card fame. He
stars opposite Gisele Casadesus as
Marguerite

Rock on to remember the
50s legend Buddy Holly
H

UGELY successful rock ‘n’ roll musical, The
Buddy Holly Story, hits MK Theatre with a
bang as the 22nd anniversary of the death
of the 50s legend approaches.

Next week sees the arrival of the show which has
already played 24 sell-out dates this year with an
additional 13 weeks announced for the UK tour this
autumn.

On February 3, 1959, the man who changed the
face of popular music tragically died in a plane crash
aged 22. And while most people will have heard of
Buddy Holly few will know anything about the life of
the man and his music.

The Buddy Holly Story tells the story of the three
years in which he became the world’s top recording
artist with a show that features more than 20 of
Buddy’s greatest hits including Peggy Sue, That’ll Be
The Day, Oh Boy, Not Fade Away, Everyday, Rave On,
Maybe Baby, Raining In My Heart, Ritchie Valens’ La
Bamba, and the Big Bopper’s Chantilly Lace.

Seeing his phenomenal rise to fame performed
vibrantly on stage results in two cracking hours of
toe-tapping, hand-clapping and hip-swaying
fun.

The Buddy Holly Story, which is simply an
energetic rock and roll rollercoaster, features some
of Buddy’s greatest hits and promises to give the
whole family a night of unmissable entertainment.

Having been seen by an estimated 22 million
people across the world, this multi award-
winning show is loved by audiences and critics
alike and is not to be missed. Catch it between
Monday, September 26 and October 1 by booking
tickets online at www.ambassadortickets.com/
miltonkeynes

Visiting The
Stables this
week are ...

TONIGHT The Stables welcome
multi-award winning composer and
saxophonist Tim Whitehead, pictured
above, whose tour stops off at the
Wavendon venue. Colour Beginnings
will take the Quartet all over the
country to perform at a variety of jazz
venues and festivals.
> Returning to the venue
tomorrow is the award-winning UK
band, Panic Room, who have had
massive success on the back of
their latest album.
The impressive tracks on the
album Satellite wowed the UK
music press so much that the title
track was named Best Song of
2010 at the British CRS Awards.
> Waves and Raves is back on
Saturday to give beginners the chance
to take part in a music technology
workshop in a hands-on studio
session. This one-day introduction by
John Bowman has proved to be very
popular and the admission includes a
resource pack and CD.
> Saturday night also sees Dennis
Locorriere wow the crowd in a
unique solo performance that
will have people standing on their
feet. As well as being a fantastic
performer, Dennis is also a hugely
talented writer of some classic
songs that the likes of Bob Dylan
and Willie Nelson have sung.
Dennis Locorriere: Alone Again
allows the audience to see the
real man on stage, with a very
entertaining show.
> A recreation to celebrate the
music of The Carpenters will take
place this Sunday featuring all your
favourite hits. Voice Of The Heart
– Karen Carpenter, features superb
vocals from Carole Gordon as well as
music from the Blue Jeans Band and
Singers.
> On Tuesday Patrick Street is
visiting to perform a must-see
production for anyone who loves
Irish music. The four members are
known in the Irish music world as
the most brilliant players who play
tightly executed arrangements
and impress everyone who hears
them.
> For more information and ticket
prices, call MK 280800.

> SINCE opening 23 actors have played the
title role of Buddy in the West End, on tour
and on Broadway
> Those in the musical have sung 17 songs

246,921 times
> Throughout the world nine couples

have met and married while working in the
company and there have been 16 Buddy
babies!
> Over three million programmes have been

sold
> The performers have drunk over 95,000

gallons of bottled water
> 160,000 guitar strings have been replaced

(81 miles) and over 176,000 plectrums used
> Over 3,000 pairs of trousers have had to

be replaced because of Buddy knee sliding
across stages throughout the world
> 125,000 feet (23.67 miles) of guitar cable

have been used
> The trucks that are used to transport the

show from venue to venue have now travelled
approximately five times around the world.

The musical facts...


